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Abstract—With continued technology scaling, increased variability effects and growing design complexity, the problem of clock network synthesis is becoming more challenging. In this paper, we discuss the key issues encountered while synthesizing the clock network. Furthermore, we present a clock tree resynthesis methodology to address some of the above challenges. It involves incremental modification on an already synthesized/routed clock tree for multi-corner multi-mode timing closure and has been validated on industrial designs using cutting-edge technology nodes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Clock Network Synthesis (CNS) is a fundamental problem in physical design to synchronize sequential elements (sinks) in the design. The inaccuracy in clock synchronization is quantified by clock skew which is defined as the maximum difference in clock arrival time between any two sinks. Clock network may be a tree or non-tree structure. Historically, clock tree has been widely used for ASICs, but clock meshes may be used for better robustness at the cost of power overhead \cite{1}\cite{2}, and microprocessors have used clock meshes. The traditional Clock Tree Synthesis (CTS) problem can be abstracted to a single-net buffering problem with the objective of minimization of clock skew using minimum buffer/routing resources. A lot of work has been done in the past targeting global zero skew \cite{3}\cite{4}\cite{5}, but that requires a large area overhead and insertion delay (clock source to sink delay) for large-scale designs. Industry-tools typically try to minimize the buffer/routing resources with the constraint of a given skew and insertion delay margin.

With aggressive technology scaling, the main challenge in CNS for modern designs is to cope with (i) variation effects, (ii) design complexity and (iii) low power objective. Due to wide variations from chip to chip, multi-corner analysis has become more tedious \cite{6}\cite{7}. In addition, on-chip-variation (OCV) considers the local variations within a chip, and OCV-impact has increased significantly in advanced technology nodes. These variations have intrusive impact in controlling clock skew. Furthermore, there has been a paradigm shift from one clock to multiple clock domains or one mode to multiple modes (driven by architectural choices) in modern SoC designs, which creates difficulty in clock balancing. Finally, low power is the most important concern in current VLSI design industry. Several techniques, such as clock gating \cite{8}\cite{9}, multi-\textit{V}_{dd} design \cite{10}, etc., have been employed to reduce power. But these techniques are disruptive to meeting the CTS objectives and massive clock gating is one of the main reasons for steering away the CTS problem from single net buffering problem with uniform balancing constraint to the problem of multiple clock domains with prescribed clock arrivals among groups of clock pins.

In spite of careful optimization at every step after synthesis, timing violations still persist after placement/routing. Useful clock skew optimization is an effective approach to achieve the timing closure and design convergence \cite{11}\cite{12}\cite{13}\cite{14}. Most of the existing approaches on useful clock skew optimization do not account for implementability of the clock schedules at the later stages of design cycle. Useful clock skew has been implemented in deep routing stage for multi-corner, multi-mode (MCM) industrial designs in \cite{15}, although the approach is local, and not practical for high-performance time-constrained real designs. A recent work \cite{16} tackles the useful clock skew optimization in large-scale industrial designs in a two step approach. The first phase is based on a skew scheduling engine, which calculates the clock schedules at the clock pins after a clock tree has been synthesized and routed. Then this schedule is implemented, resulting in significant timing improvement with marginal resource overhead in the clock tree.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II illustrates the evolving issues in CNS for modern designs. Section III presents a clock resynthesis methodology to tackle some of these challenges with conclusion in Section IV.

II. EVOLVING CNS ISSUES

CNS challenges have evolved from time to time in the last few decades. Initially, minimization of clock skew was the primary objective. But the area/power cost to target zero clock skew is very high. In addition, it limits the maximum operating frequency. So there has been a paradigm shift from zero clock skew to useful clock skew optimization and skew margin. The key challenges for CNS/CTS in modern SoC designs include the following.

A. Variations

Several works targeted chip level clock tree synthesis to tackle clock divergence issues across various corners \cite{17}.
But it does not consider any timing information of the data-path. [18] resolves the clock skew scheduling problem in presence of process variations by ILP formulation. Link-insertion technique has been proposed to build variation tolerant clock network synthesis [19][20]. TSV (Through-Silicon-Via) induced stress could cause timing corner mismatch, and is another challenge in 3D clock tree synthesis which has been addressed in [21].

However, it is difficult to model OCV-impact to guide clock tree synthesis. Typically in industrial timers two types of clock arrivals are calculated for each pin, namely early arrival and late arrival to accommodate OCV, and are characterized by OCV-derates [22]. For instance, suppose one level of buffer delay is 60ps and OCV-derates are 0.95-1.05. Then the early delay (late delay) for that level would be $60 \times 0.95 = 57$ps ($60 \times 1.05 = 63$ps). As OCV-derates increase, i.e., derates become more apart from 1.00, it becomes difficult to achieve the timing closure. Also, accurate estimation of OCV is impossible to perform unless the clock tree is synthesized, because the effect of OCV can not be accounted for unless launch/capture path branching points are known. Furthermore, the advanced OCV analysis, which depends on the path length from clock source to sink, relies on the clock tree routing as well. So it is imperative to incrementally modify the clock tree even after clock tree synthesis and routing to tackle OCV-impact.

B. Low Power Objective

Clock nets switch frequently, and as a result the switching power is typically very high for clock nets. 50-70% of total dynamic power of the design can be consumed in the clock network for lower technology nodes [23]. Clock gating is one of the most efficient techniques to reduce power dissipation in the clock network. Several types of clock gating, such as RTL gating, data-driven clock gating [8] or lookahead clock gating [9], have been proposed. In data-driven gating, sequential elements are gated if the D and Q-signals match. An example of data-driven clock gating is shown in Fig. 1. The D-pin and Q-pin output are XOR-ed to generate the enable signal for the Integrating Clock Gating (ICG) cell. But this costs area overhead and needs additional timing margin in the data-path. Recently, the concept of lookahead clock-gating has been introduced [9] which avoids the constraint of timing margin with more resource overhead. For RTL clock gating, enable signals need to be derived. From CTS perspective, this adds constraint on timing margins, as the group of flip-flops driving the enable logic need to be balanced. These groups are termed as skew groups.

Clock gating can also impact the extent of NBTI (Negative Bias Temperature Instability) induced threshold-voltage degradation in the clock buffers leading to increase in clock skew, which is tackled in [24] by a practical design-time technique. Multi-bit-flip-flop (MBFF) is also an effective technique for low power clock network design, and simultaneous consideration of MBFF and clock gating is done in [25] for clock network optimization.

Multi-$V_{dd}$ design [10] is an alternative for power reduction. Level shifters and isolation cells are generally needed for this adding complexity and latency. Clock tree balancing across different power domains is also a challenging task for the designers. In addition, a chip can operate at several modes to reduce power dissipation. For instance, a design can be in active or sleep mode when performance or power is the main concern respectively. To handle multiple power modes, functional timing paths across all active modes need to be analyzed for timing closure adding complexity to CTS.

C. Design Complexity

In order to cope with Moore’s law, design size is increasing day-by-day. So flat-CTS for designs with multi-million flip-flops is no more feasible, and the way-out is the hierarchical clock gating structures with tens of thousands of clock gators. Clock-multiplexers and pre-existing structures such as isolation/level-shifter cells also need to be inserted respectively to support multi-mode and multiple power domains. In addition, physical constraints such as blockages/macros create issues in placing and routing the clock buffers.

With growing design complexity, variation effects and low power objective, timing closure has become very challenging job for today’s multi-corner, multi-mode designs. Clock tree aware placements are performed in [26][27] to minimize wire-length and switching power. A few studies have been conducted on timing optimization during placement and routing as well [28][29][30]. [31] presents a novel algorithm for permuting latch positions and sizes in the late stages of design flow for timing closure. But in spite of all these efforts, timing violations persist in deep routing stage and the designers need to manually fix those violations for every corner/mode combination. As a result, data-path aware clock scheduling, that too in the deep routing stage, has become an inevitable step to meet stringent delivery targets.

III. CLOCK TREE RESYNTHESIS

Performing simultaneous optimization of timing and power in presence of variation effects by building the clock network from scratch is a very difficult task, if not impossible. So post-CTS optimizations are essential to meet timing closure. Such optimizations, such as datapath optimization, at the post-CTS stage typically cost very high area/power overhead. This calls for clock tree resynthesis, i.e., incremental clock tree modification after the clock tree has been synthesized. There
are a few works on this. [32] formulates an LP problem to optimize clock period by bounded delay buffering at the leaves of the clock trees, i.e., the input pins of the sequential flip-flops. Another work [15] has focused on useful clock skew realization in MCMM designs locally by adding/removing buffers. The key limitations in these approaches are (i) the high area cost, since buffers are added at the leaf level, and (ii) implementability as it is difficult to place and route many buffers in an already synthesized/routed clock tree of modern space-constrained designs.

To address this, a new clock tree resynthesis methodology was proposed in [16]. Fig. 2 shows how this methodology fits into the conventional back-end flow. Instead of calculating clock schedule at the leaf-level registers, it computes the offsets in clock arrival at the clock tree driver pins of a placed design with already synthesized and routed clock tree. Offsets can be positive and negative, translating to respectively delay and acceleration in clock arrival at the clock tree pins. For instance, a positive offset of $50\text{ps}$ at a clock driver pin $p$ means the clock arrival at $p$ needs to be delayed by $50\text{ps}$. An LP engine [33] is used to estimate these offsets which consider multi-mode, multi-corner scenarios. The computation of offsets is also OCV-aware, and it is realizable since the LP engine has the prior knowledge of depth and path-lengths of the individual clock sinks in the post-CTS and post-routed clock tree. The offsets are discretized in terms of intrinsic buffer delay or the minimum delay of the buffer in the clock tree and the LP engine is capable of restricting the levels of offsets.

The LP engine can only compute the offsets and predict the improvement in the timing metrics, such as total negative slack (TNS) or worst negative slack (WNS), if those offsets can be accurately realized in the targeted synthesized/routed clock tree. Fig. 3 presents the scheme to implement the positive offsets. A positive offset $d_{of}$ at the output pin $op$ of the buffer $B_1$ can be realized by inserting a delay element $D$ (may be a buffer or a chain of buffers). Although this approach has some area overhead, it is non-disruptive to the other parts of the clock tree as there is no impact of $D$ on the siblings of $B_1$. However, difficulty arises when the negative offsets are exercised. This is because the negative offsets can be realized either by sizing or restructuring the clock tree, and not by inserting any extra delay elements like in case of positive offsets. But these would have negative effects on the timing profile of the rest of the clock tree and can possibly cause severe degradation on the TNS/WNS of the design.

In this context, the capability of the LP engine to restrict the levels of offsets is exploited. Since more the negative offset, more is the difficulty to implement it, a set of experiments are performed with this LP engine on four industrial designs to bound the offset range and a conclusion is derived as potential TNS gain is possible by realizing many levels of positive offsets with one level of negative offset in conjunction.

Clock tree restructuring and sizing are performed to realize this one level of negative offset. It should be noted that restructuring is done within the scope of a hyper-net to guarantee that the clock gating functionality is restored. A hyper-net is a set of logically equivalent or opposite polarity nets separated by buffers/inverters in the same physical partition as the root clock driver of the top net, and essentially connected in a tree-topology.

The key strategy for clock tree restructuring is the utilization of the positive slack. If all sequential cells in the transitive fanout (TFO) cone of a clock tree driver pin have positive slack (more specifically slack at the Q-pin), then that driver pin is annotated as a potential acceptors for a pin with negative offset. So for each of the pins annotated with negative offset, the potential acceptors are explored which could give necessary speed-up in the clock arrival, and the best move in terms of accurately realizing negative offset is accepted with backtracking mechanism. Any move which introduces DRC violation is discarded. The geometrical proximity of the moving pin and the acceptor pin is considered in order to avoid any extra buffering which could increase the area. To identify the potential acceptor pins, a slack manager is developed to track the slack values and this is updated after each restructuring.

An example is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the pin $p$ of the buffer $B_1$ is annotated with a negative offset. With the slack manager, the potential acceptor pins are extracted and it comes out (from the best cost) that the output pin of $B_0$ could be the best insertion point. So a restructuring is performed by detaching $B_1$ from $B_0$’s fanout and connecting it to $B_6$. Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) respectively show the clock tree before and after the restructuring.

This methodology is applied on several industrial designs.
using cutting-edge technology nodes (20-32nm). An average improvement of 57%, 12% and 42% in TNS, WNS and failure-end-point (FEP) respectively is achieved with an average clock tree area overhead of 26%. The baseline or the initial timing metrics are after placement, clock tree synthesis and routing by an industrial tool. With only one level of negative offset realization (no positive ones), the corresponding improvements in TNS, WNS, FEP are respectively 16%, 1% and 12% with average clock tree overhead less than 2%. Results show that the negative offset realization is area-efficient, but the improvement in timing metrics is less, while coupling this with positive offset realization results to a significant improvement in timing but at the cost of the area overhead.

IV. CONCLUSION
The problem of clock network synthesis has evolved over time, initially from building single clock net buffering problem with zero skew to OCV-aware useful clock skew optimization targeting low power in multi-corner multi-mode designs spanning multiple clock domains. In this paper, we have discussed several key challenges in modern clock network synthesis and presented a clock resynthesis methodology [16] to address some of those issues. We anticipate more research in this area, such as OCV-aware data-clock co-optimization to achieve timing closure in MCMM designs with low area/power overhead.
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